RESEARCH

POLICY

Preamble

Drayton Manor Theme Park (DMP) is committed to the increased scientific
understanding of our living collection and park guests. This chimes with our
wider objectives of continually improving animal welfare, animal management
techniques, conservation and the understanding of animals under our care as well
as the experience of our guests. We recognise that bona fide research leading to
evidence led changes are an effective means of realising these goals.

Mission Statement

Drayton Manor Theme Park raises awareness of and actively combats the current
global extinction crisis that is blighting our planet and resulting in the loss of species
and habitats on an unprecedented scale.
This is achieved through:

• Managing our estate in ways that maximise biodiversity
• Operating in a sustainable manner
• Collaborating with others to keep, breed and study carefully selected
endangered animals and plants
• Communicating with visitors in a way that raises awareness about global and
local conservation issues and where possible influences behaviour and choices
of people to the benefit of wildlife
• Financially supporting projects at home and abroad that carry out effective
results led by conservation work

Together, we can make a difference

Preamble

1. All research must support DMP’s policy of continually improving animal welfare,
management, conservation and understanding of wild animals through
evidence led developments.
2. All studies must be scientifically valid as well as be logistically feasible.
3. Research is particularly encouraged in areas identified in this document as
appendix one.
4. Acknowledgement of Drayton Manor Theme Park must be cited within the
individuals’ written report.
5. All research must be reviewed by the ethical review committee prior to the start
of the study.
6. A full copy of the research must be given to Drayton Manor Theme Park upon
completion of the project, preferably in electronic format.
7. If a project is to be published, written permission from the zoo manager is
required before the research is sent for publication. All images, videos and
raw data belong to Drayton Manor Theme Park and must not be used without
permission.
8. When on site the researcher must sign in and out at the main reception located
near the security hut each day.
9. Students must comply to the parks health and safety procedure when on site
during the main and closed season.
10. Grants if needed, must be applied through your place of education or an
external company.
11. Please read the research guidelines provided by BIAZA1 before starting your
research project.
12. A supporting letter must be submitted to BIAZA when conducting a multi-zoo
research project and a copy must be sent alongside your research application.

Research Application

Please make sure you have read and agree to the terms of the research
policy before submitting your application to the contact details found at the
end of the document.

Personal Details
Name:

Address:

Email:
Tel / Mob:
(Optional)

Institution
Contact
Details:
Course/
Degree
Details:
Emergency
Contact
Details:

Additional Locations
if a Multi-Zoo Project:
BIAZA, EAZA/
EEP approved:

(Please provide
supporting documents)
We, Drayton Manor will only keep your details for 1 year after
completing your research at the zoo and will only contact you
via email regarding your research during the project timescale
detailed below.

Project Details
Research Area:

Behaviour
Other:

Project Title:
Aim &
Objectives:

Null
Hypothesis:

Methodology:

Summary
of your
project:

(Max 200
words)

Nutrition

Enrichment

Data and/or
sample requests:
Specimen
Report

Health
Report

Post Mortem
result

Taxon
Report

Animal ByProducts e.g.
faecal samples

Questionnaire
answers from
the zoo

Live
Specimen

Other

Other
Details:

Project Timescale

Data Collection
Start Date:

Duration of
Data Collection:

Report
Submission
Deadline:
(If applicable)

Researcher Signature:

Date:

Supervisor Signature:

Date:

Tick here if all information provided is correct at the time of submitting application.

Students must read and agree to abide by the terms of our Research Policy.
Drayton Manor Theme Park requests a copy of all data collected, a copy of the final
written report and all associated publications for our research library and database.
Please send your application to: A
 nne Fletcher
Zoo Administrator
Drayton Manor Zoo
Drayton Manor Park Ltd
Tamworth
Staffordshire
B78 3TW
annefletcher@draytonmanor.co.uk

Appendix
Current research priorities:

• Mitigation of stress when introducing animals into novel environments
• Welfare auditing methodology
• Blood sampling using invertebrates that feed on blood
• Reptile body condition scoring
• The impact of light levels on skin colour in lizards
• Zoo visitor evaluation
• Genetic diversity of captive Moluccan cockatoos
• Flock formation in Cacatua moluccensis & C. alba
• Parrot nutrition
• Do we provide the nutrition we think we do? Test to compare gutloads, uptake/
assimilation by feeder insects. What is best for our stock? Test different gutloads
to find what is best.
• Test activity of our Mantella sp. – What are their activity levels like, are there daily/
seasonal patterns? What can we do to increase visibility?
• What effects Mantella colour? Is it genetics, UV, diet?
• What is the impact of a changing collection? The public perception of new
and old exhibits, how to they feel (improved or not in both for species held and
exhibiting), what are their favourite species, enclosure etc

References & Resources
1. BIAZA Research Handbook
2. EAZA Research Strategy

3. Guidelines for the treatement of animals in behavioural research and teaching

BIAZA Research Committee
Conducting research in zoo & aquaria
- a quick starter for students

